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welcome

New Clients!

Ettore, Alameda, CA
Harbin Hot Springs, Middletown, CA
Friends House, Santa Rosa, CA
Buckelew Programs, San Rafael, CA

Peace, Hope & Prosperity
from all of us at
Parkinson Accounting Systems
—————————————
Wishing you a prosperous
New Year!

Meet our NEW
PAS Associates!
Parkinson Accounting Systems Welcomes Kristofer Barins!
Kristofer Barins’ IT career started in 1994 as an assistant
webmaster for a local Santa Rosa company. Deepening
and expanding his technical acumen since then he now
focuses on Enterprise Resource Planning software,
Database administration, and Crystal Reports design.
Working with Sage MAS 90 & 200 since 2003, he has
extensive experience supporting, customizing, and
building efficiencies into the product so clients can get
the maximum return from their investment.
Kristofer earned his B.A. degree in Economics, German, and History from
San Diego State University.
Parkinson Accounting Systems Welcomes Aaron Edwards!
Aaron is a Web/Database Applications Developer.
He studied computer science at San Francisco State
University, and has over seven years experience in
relational database design and development, and six
years developing web applications in ASP/ASP.NET.
His technological expertise includes several programming languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript,
VBScript and VB.NET, and experience developing a
broad range of applications, such as online stores and
e-commerce solutions, centralized databases, intranets, content
management systems, mass-mailing applications, and financial data
management tools.
Aaron has worked extensively with small and medium-sized corporations,
consulting firms and non- profits, and has provided a broad range of
data-management solutions to companies in diverse markets.
Additionally, Aaron has direct experience interfacing with the new Sage
MAS 90 and MAS 200 business object model, and has written non-invasive
applications to customize and extend the functionality of Sage MAS 90, as
well as integrate MAS data into external data-management applications.
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Sage MAS 90/200 ~ NEWS
Sage's Sue Swenson Retiring in 2011 ~
[December 6, 2010] Sage announced that the CEO

of Sage North America, Sue Swenson, will retire
sometime in 2011. Her replacement is slated to be
Pascal Houillon of Sage France.
What does this mean to end users and consultants? Probably not much initially.
These leadership changes take time to implement and change will likely be gradual
- though inevitable.
Sage Payment Services ~
It's worth mentioning that if you are accepting credit
cards and are not yet integrated to MAS 90 or MAS 200
that doing so is exceptionally easy.
Depending upon the time of the year Sage offers special
pricing on their credit card processing module which
integrates to their own Sage Payment Services.
We recommend using Sage Payments and
the native Sage Credit Card Processing module because the credit card processing
is built into MAS which makes upgrades much faster and potentially less
troublesome.
Paperless Office ~
One of the key benefits that customer have
found from upgrading to the latest version of
Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 is the use of
Paperless Office (now included with the
latest versions of MAS).
Using Paperless Office you can
automatically email invoices to customers as well as reprint and email PDF copies of
their invoices.
Best of all this capability is built into the
latest version of MAS, pretty easy to setup
and is free as a benefit to remaining on the
latest version of MAS 90 or MAS 200.
Source: Wayne Schultz, Schultz Consulting
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Crystal Reports Training Review
Client Meeting on November 5, 2010
We at PAS were delighted with our well attended conference last Friday,
November 5, 2010, at the Learn iT! Center on New Montgomery in
San Francisco.
We learned how to create a Crystal
Report from scratch and add to the MAS
custom reports menu.
Everyone shared their delight with us
regarding the content and how it will help
their businesses.
“It was hands on - we built the report
ourselves. Instructors were
knowledgeable and took time
to answer our questions.”
- North Marin
Water District
Thank you to our friends who took time out of their busy schedules to share
their time with us.
If you missed out on the Crystal Reports training, and are interested in
learning more about Crystal, please contact us (see cover page for all PAS
associate contact information) to see how you can obtain the materials from
the November 5th Conference, and speak to one of our Technical Support
associates about the benefits of using our custom Crystal Reports.
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Data Integra
Integration
gration
By Aaron Edwards
Data Integration is probably the buzzword of the decade
in the IT and decision-support circles. Everyone is talking
about data integration. We hear it all too often. What the
heck do you even mean by data integration and why
would I even care?

What is Data?
I suppose you could start all the way at the beginning and take a birds-eye
view of the term “Data” and all the myriad of ways in which it is used and
misused. Quite superficially, data equals information. That’s about the most
trite thing anyone could say about it. More rigorously, data is information that
stored in a consistent, documented way, that is easily searchable,
retrievable, editable and updatable.
Data typically, but not always, takes the form of rows and columns of information, i.e. a table. Columns represent different attributes or “fields” that
describe the records, and rows represent the different records themselves.
An example might look at Employee information within an organization:
Employee
ID
256
292
1191

First Name

Last Name

SSN

John
Michelle
Gary

Smith
Lockness
Lu

123-45-6789
334-66-2357
664-91-1181

Hourly
Wage
$45.01
$150.00
$31.00

In this case there are three records, one each for John, Michelle and Gary.
Each record has 5 fields: Employee ID, First Name etc.
Pretty simple, right? It gets a bit more complicated with “relational” databases, in which numerous tables relate to each other in different ways, but
for the most part it’s just rows and columns of information.

What is Data Integration?
Data Integration, then, is basically drawing together data from a variety of
sources and systems, and getting it all to play nice with each other. It’s
pretty easy when integrating apples with a different kind of apple (for this
analogy, Microsoft SQL Server is an apple (sorry, Microsoft), and so is
MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle etc. They’re just different varieties. SQL
Server is a Fuji, Oracle is a Pippin, and MySQL is something like a golden
delicious).
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5 (Data Integration)
It starts getting interesting when we attempt to make a fruit salad: mixing the
apples with some oranges, grapes and cantaloupe. Data comes in so many
more flavors than just tables in a relational database. There are XML files,
Excel files, CSV (text) files. There are Outlook contact lists, folders full of
Word documents, photo galleries, maps, reports, CRM databases, and so
many millions of other ways to store and retrieve data.
How do we pull it all together, and present it in a way that makes sense, and
allows decision makers to easily get at the crucial information that might
inform their next business decision. Recently we saw a case where an
important report was misrepresenting sales revenue to the company’s CFO
to the tune of about $300,000 per year, simply because the report writer
made a false assumption when writing the report.
Here at PAS, data integration takes a variety of forms, but more often than
not it involves combining financial accounting information from MAS, Syspro
or other ERP system, with data from ancillary data sources such as website
shopping carts, excel files, sales projection databases etc.
These days web integration is a big deal. Most companies have a website,
and many of those websites sell things on the site. If you’re selling products
on a website, you probably have access to the site’s sales database, or at
least can download reports. So you can always use that information to enter
sales into your ERP system. However, why would you want to? With data
integration, you can tell those disparate systems to talk to each other, and
share information with each other, so that the coordination of the two
databases happens automatically: either instantaneously, on-demand or on a
scheduled basis.
With so much riding on the availability, accuracy and reliability of your data,
it’s important to consider some best practices that will maximize the utility,
and minimize the risk involved in these types of projects.

Best Practice #1: Know Your Data Domain.
I consider myself a database expert. I know all about data relations, EDM
models, foreign keys, all that techy-sounding stuff that makes me look like a
geek at parties. But I don’t know anything about manufacturing clothing, for
example. Therefore, I would never take on a data integration project for a
clothing manufacturer until I was sufficiently educated about their business
practices, their systems and their data. This maximizes the likelihood of a
successful project. In the case I mentioned earlier where a report was
misrepresenting revenue, the problem was that the consultant didn’t know
how the company handled returns and credits. They were looking in the
wrong place.
Continued on page 10
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PAS Welcomes Syspro
to our Line of Products
By Jon Parkinson, Owner and CMA
Parkinson Accounting Systems is pleased to announce
that we have added SYSPRO ERP software
(http://americas.syspro.com/) to our mix of product
offerings.
This does not mean we are dropping Sage MAS 90/200. The Sage products
will continue to be vital to the success of our company, but SYSPRO offers
many features not available in the MAS product which will help us grow faster.
When comparing any two products, there will be advantages and disadvantages
to each. If one is superior in all areas, the other would soon disappear. With
Sage MAS 90/200 and SYSPRO, this is certainly the case. This is a very quick
look at some of the strengths of each product in comparison with each other:

If Sage MAS 90/200 was not a good fit for your organization, you probably
would not have purchased it in the first place. So there is no reason to change.
However, if some of the strengths of SYSPRO would be important to you, we
would be happy to discuss this new offering to you in further detail.
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User Defined Scripts
By Nancy Matranga
Along with the latest release of MAS90/200 comes
enhanced User Defined Scripting capabilities. User
Defined Scripts are employed by developers to custom
tailor your MAS product with the use of the BOI which
gives them access to native program. This allows them to add onto the
existing program without making internal changes to programs actual code.
In effect, the result is a highly customized program without the cost and wait
time of traditional program modifications; previously referred to as extended
solutions and master developer enhancements.
In the past MAS90/200 users had two options when it came to customizing
their product. The first was to have a master developer change the source
code of the program itself to suit their needs. The second was to have a
developer deploy script-based changes to certain parts of the program.
Master developer enhancements were inherently better because they were
so tightly integrated with the program; because of this the user often did not
even notice that the enhancement was there due to its seamless integration.
However, the specialized skill set and training of the master developer along
with the internal changes to the program almost always resulted in that type
of customization being significantly more expensive than the alternative.
Scripting enhancements although less expensive were often times a little
“clunky” due to the fact that they were not integrated into the program itself
but rather added on to the existing program and executed with the use of an
additional trigger, most commonly an extra button on the screen.
The scripting abilities provided with User Defined Scripting of version 4.40
have solved this problem. By providing a higher level of integrative capability
through access of the BOI and the ability of being tied to an existing program
events, the new User Defined Scripts are more smooth and efficient than
ever before. The tool now allows skilled developers to develop integrated
customizations for your MAS product without interfering with the native code
and perpetuating the high cost of a master developer. The bottom line being
that you no longer have to compromise quality for cost.
So, with this in mind, please contact us with any ideas that you might have
for customizing your MAS product today or in the future. We will be happy to
speak with you regarding the project free of charge! Also, we have
developed a number of enhancements for clients already so you may also
call us for a free demo of some of the things we have already achieved using
this new and improved tool from Sage.
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Why Upgrade?
By Kristofer M. Barins
Product updates are an important part of keeping
your MAS system healthy. They also ensure your
organization can take advantage of valuable
enhancements that save time and money.
Current version of: MAS 90 & 200: 4.40.0.3 MAS EES: 1.40.0.3
(Go to: MAS > Help (menu) > About MAS… to find out your current MAS
version)
While almost every module will
experience improved performance and
functionality, one of the most exciting
areas of enhancement is in Bank
Reconciliation…
• Automatically reconcile checks
Download a file from you bank
and let MAS do the heavy
lifting of reconciling using the
new Auto Check Reconciliation
Wizard.
•

Enforce tighter controls over Bank Reconciliation adjusting entries
Control which users are allowed to modify
the Current Balance

•

Enter checks, deposits, and adjustments on-the-fly
A quick link button in Bank Rec. will bring you directly to
Check or Deposit and Adjustment Entry – without
navigating back to the main menu, or exiting the
Reconcile Bank screen

•

Recalculate outstanding entries totals utility
Allows the totals to be recalculated for all outstanding checks,
deposits, and adjustment entries not marked as cleared

•

Positive Pay export
Create an export file you can send to your bank to help prevent
check fraud
Continued on page 10
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Continued from Page 9 (Why Upgrade?)
•

Paperless Office for AP Checks
Process, send, and retain payments electronically: it’s
more secure, saves time, money and our planet

•

Enter checks, deposits, and adjustments such as bank fees
Directly from the Check, Deposit, and Adjustment Entry screen

•

Enhanced security controls offer more granular control over who can
do what in Bank Rec.
Please call us at (415) 499-9959
to help with implementing of the above
money and labor saving enhancements,
or to find more about how MAS can help
make your operations more accurate and
efficient.

Continued from page 6 (Data Integration)
This type of mistake happens all the time with small business that use hired
guns. Consultants may know their product exceptionally well, but if they don’t
know your business, then your at serious risk for a bad-assumption error. A
corollary to Best Practice #1 should be: make sure your consultants are with
you for the long haul.

Best Practice #2: Use Relational tools whenever
possible.
If you have a choice of database to use, always go for the relational model.
These days most commercial databases are relational, but there are still some
out there that aren’t. Relational databases are all based off an international
standard, and for the most part they all support the same functionality.
For example, most relational databases allow you to set up triggers, so that
updating a customer ID automatically updates all the orders that the customer
made (basically maintaining your data integrity). Relational databases are
great tools, and will make your life easier in the long run.
Continued on page 11
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Continued from page 10 (Data Integration)

Best Practice #3: Keep Your Doors Open
This one is a pet peeve of mine. All too often I get called in to integrate
with a proprietary system developed by another consultant, only to find that
they locked all the doors before they left. Locking the doors here is an
analogy of course: it means anything from removing source code files, to
intentionally obfuscating their code, to just not documenting anything.
Consultants who employ these types of practices generally do it to ensure
that you will never replace them, that you will always keep coming back to
them for whatever modifications, enhancements or fixes you might need in
the future. That’s fine, except what happens when the consultant is
unavailable, or goes out of business, or you sever your relationship with
them?
At PAS, our integration philosophy is that anyone who is qualified in the
appropriate technologies and familiar enough with the problem domain,
should be able to step in and complete or modify the project, even if it is
years later. To that end we always use mainstream, established
technologies, and industry-adopted best practices. Also, we always
document everything. This maximizes the likelihood that the project will be
successful, and that it will be ongoingly maintainable and extendable.
Recently I was called in to step in and rescue a web content management
system (CMS) project that another developer had fallen short on. They
were using a fairly obscure technology that no one really supported. When
they were not able to integrate it with a simple Microsoft database, after
spending months fumbling around, trying various things, they called us in.
At this point they had missed their delivery date by months and had run
several thousands of dollars over budget. We were able to save the
project by replacing the obscure technology in question with a very
mainstream technology from Microsoft, for about ten percent of the cost of
the original project.

Summary
Data integration, as both a buzzword and a set of technologies and
practices, is not going away any time soon. The importance of companies
having easy access to timely, accurate, and reliable information is too
critical for both everyday operations and decision-making support. Data
integration projects can be simple and extremely effective if a few basic
rules are followed: know your problem domain intimately, use mainstream
technologies and best practices wherever possible, and document
everything.
For more information, contact Parkinson Accounting Systems at
(415) 499-9959.
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Website Order Integrator from
Parkinson Accounting Systems
By Kurt Kunselman, MBA
For a demo – please send an email to kurt@pas90.com
or call 415-499-9959 ext. 102.
Objective of the PAS Website Order Integrator:
The Primary Purpose of the PAS Order Integrator is to integrate your
customized website and shopping cart with your current installation of Sage
MAS90*200 software. Using the Sage MAS API interface (also know as
Business Object Interface – BOI), your current website can push orders into
your MAS software. In addition, information can be pushed back to your
website’s database.
Additional highlights of the PAS Order Integrator:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Direct Connect to your website’s MySQL database
Pre-determined intervals to import orders from your website – more
than once a day is fine
On-demand ability to import orders which includes an Order GRID to
review orders and details prior to importing
Creation of a new customer in MAS if customer does not already exist
(no manual entry)
Writing back new customer numbers to the Website database
Create new ship-to in MAS if ship-to does not already exists
• Writing back new shipping codes
to the Website database
• Exception Reports
• Post-import email sent to
pre-defined employees listing the
orders
• Key Payment tracking information
from the website shopping cart
imported into Sales Orders and
Sales Order History – all
collected into the PAS “Web” Tab
• Import Time Stamp for all items
imported – always creating a trail
• Historical archive of all items
imported – always creating a trail

www.pas90.com

A few screenshots showing the PAS Order Integrator being used:
Figure 1. Initial Setup Screen

Figure 2. Order Preview Grid (only shows unprocessed orders)
Notice the different shipping addresses and also you can see order details
prior to importing on demand.
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How to Join

PAS Client Group

If you do not have a Linked-In Account:
• Go to www.linkedin.com
• Enter you First and Last Name, Email Address, and a Password of your
choosing
• Follow the instructions for registration as they appear
If you already have a Linked-In Account / or created an account
using the above instructions:
• Sign In as usual
• Click on "Groups" in your Linked-In Toolbar
• In the “Groups” Search Engine (on the top right corner), type "PAS Client
Group" and hit “search”
• Once the results are listed, you can see the group name PAS Client Group
(our logo will appear as our group profile picture)
• Then click on the "Join Group" button on the right of the page

From this point on, you will be able to access PAS Client Group by
clicking on “Groups” in your Linked-In Toolbar

*** If the above instructions do not work for you, please call our office anytime with
questions (415) 499-9959, or email us: Jon@pas90.com, Kurt@pas90.com,
Nancy@pas90.com, Kris@pas90.com, or Tracy@pas90.com.
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How to Tweet

PASystems90

If you do not have a Twitter Account:
• Go to www.twitter.com
• Click on the yellow “Sign Up” button
• Follow the instructions for registration as they appear
If you already have a Twitter Account / or created an account using the above
instructions:
• Sign In as usual
• Click on “Find People” in your twitter toolbar
• In the “Find People” Search Engine,
type “PASystems90” and hit “search”
• Once the results are listed, you can see the user name PASystems90 (our logo
will appear as our profile picture)
• Then click on the “Follow” icon (this is the icon that looks like a person with a
plus sign next to it)

From this point on, you will be able to view all tweets from PASystems90 when you
log into Twitter

*** If the above instructions do not work for you, please call our office anytime with questions (415) 499-9959, or email us: Jon@pas90.com, Kurt@pas90.com,
Nancy@pas90.com, Kris@pas90.com, or Tracy@pas90.com.
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Parkinson Accounting
Systems is an authorized
reseller for Sage Software
products.

We welcome your feedback. Please feel
free to send us your feedback at any
time. Using e-mail is a good way. Send
to: office@pas90.com with “Feedback” in
the subject line. With your feedback we
can provide you with better and more
accurate customer service.

FEEDBACK FORUM

24 Professional Center Parkway
Suite 120
San Rafael, CA 94903
www.pas90.com
(415) 499-9959
“Personal & Professional”

